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Mr Bligh’s 1
and national identity 83-87
plain 10
politics of 10
of the poor 115-116
pure 91, 99
shared 12
study of 38, 74-75
of Tasmanian-born (Australia) 100
teaching
of English 75-76
of French 75
of German 75
reform of 75-76
transgressive 10
universal 25, 74
variety of 22, 23, 28
Lasca 59, 61
Lacasse, Serge 120
Lauder, Afferbeck 107
Laurier, Sir Wilfred 49
law 10, 20, 51, 115
Laws, John 69
Lawson, Henry 14, 45, 61-62, 69
lawyers 60
Lays of Ancient Rome 60
Leakey, Caroline 100-101
Lee, Nicky and Nancy (Clifford Nicholls Whitta (‘Nicky’) and Kathleen Lindgren (‘Nancy Lee’) 130
Leeds (UK) 45
Leland Powers School of Theatre (Boston, USA) 78
Lessing, Theodor 23-24
Let Stalk Strine 107
liberty 10, 16
The Life of the Automobile 22, 24
Life is a Very Funny Proposition After All 65
Lindgren, Kathleen (‘Nancy Lee’) 130
lips 24, 85, 87, 88, 95, 103, 106
Listener In 125

172
listeners 22, 92, 118

gold-field 8-9

radio 4, 67, 92-93, 124-137

listening 1-2

communal 40
deficiency 87
to the gold-fields 7-17
modernist 20
to the radio 25
and reading 38
selective 13, 15
training in 21-32

literacy 38
cartographic 40-42
in fifteenth and sixteenth-century England 114-116
universal 36, 61

Livy 113

localisms 77

locally made 145, 153
Lockhart, Bruce 77

Longfellow, Henry 62

looking 21, 24, 57, 141

Lorimer, Sir James 53

loudspeakers 17, 120, 139

loyalty, double 84

Lucas, Sir Charles 51, 56

Lumenthode-Beam Projection and Sound Apparatus 144

Lupton, George 105

Lyceum (Sydney) 135-136

Lyons, Martyn 61-62

MGM 134

MGM Radio Movie Club 127

McBurney, Samuel 104

McCombie, Thomas 8

McCredie, James 39, 42-43

McKenry, Keith 67

McKenzie, Barry 107

McLean, Margaret Prendergast 78

McNair, W. A. 123

Macaulay, Lord 53

Macdonald, Alexander 65

Macdougall, Duncan 66-67

MacGowan, Kenneth 78

machines 1, 7, 21-24, 30

MacLure, Victor 88-89

Macquarie Dictionary 107-108

Macquarie network 130

Macquarie University (Sydney, Australia) 92

Madden, Sir John 104, 107

magic lantern 66

Mallarky, Ethel M. 97-98

The Man from Ironbark 74

The Man from Snowy River 61

‘Man of the Crowd’ 21

The Man Without Qualities 19, 30

manhood 2

American 50-51

Australian 2, 51-, 54-57

independent 50-51, 56-57

maps 40-43, 45

Marburg (Germany) 75

Marchand, Roland 123

Markophone 137, 142-143, 145, 148, 153

Marlowe, Christopher 114

Married Life 32

Marsh, Gordon 129

Martin, Dr Frederick 76

Marxist critique 22

masculine 49, 50, 55, 56, 91, 94

women as 54-55

mass communication 4, 118-121, 123-131

mass culture 36, 70, 78-79

mass education 36, 37, 41, 61

mass production 22-23, 27, 32

Matthews, Jill Julius 134

Mechanics’ Institutes 64

mechanisation 23, 30

Melbourne (Victoria, Australia) 40-50, 63, 73-74, 75, 85, 104, 105-106, 129-130, 147, 152

Melbourne Grammar School 52

Melbourne Shakespeare Society 85

memory 7, 14-15, 39, 52, 56, 90

Menzies, R. G. 94

Meredith, Louise (Mrs Charles Meredith) 84, 98
Methodist Ladies’ College (Melbourne, Australia) 104
‘The Metropolis and Mental Life’ 20
microphone 67, 117
and Australian accent 93
Ball 129
and gender 118
and power 119
migration 9, 23
Milton, John 62
Miserable Club 129
Mitchell, A. G. 92-93, 106
Mo (Roy Rene) 64-65
the mob 113, 115, 116-117
modern 123
Berlin (Germany) 23
cultural identities 2
experience 24
language teaching 75
mass medium 131
metropolis 23, 30-32, 59
music 31-32
popular culture 3, 59-60, 70
sensory world 32
societies 7
soundscape 22
technologies of speech and performance 2-3, 133
time 16
modern languages 74, 75
modern life 1, 25, 31, 123
complexity of 130
impersonality of 27, 130
noise of 27-28
modern self 1-2, 23
Modern Times 22
modernisation 24, 152-154
modernising 10, 133, 135, 137, 153
modernism 9, 29, 30, 67
international idiom 78-79
modernist 19-20, 62, 64, 67, 69
international idiom 78-79
magazine 123-124
modernity
agents of 4-5, 152-153
ambivalent embrace of 30, 133
Americanisation of 133
and aural time 7
and cinema 2, 24, 25, 78-79, 133-154
emotional history of 16
as era of neo-orality 121
and everyday life 133
global 4, 152
gold-field sounds and 7-17
historians of 1-2
and jazz 28-32
and laziness 85
models of 7, 79
multiple 2, 7
and power 4, 113-121, 123
rejection of naturalism 8
rights culture 16
and sensory hierarchy 13
separation of work and play 15
and sound 7-17, 113-121
and sound recording 4, 113, 117, 118, 137
and sound films 4-5, 133-154
urban 135
in Vienna (Austria) 21
and the visual 16
and voice 4, 113-121
Monich, Timothy 78
monologues, comic 64
Montague, Mrs Elizabeth 105
Moore, Bruce 3, 97-111
moral sense 61
moral worth 4, 84
Morrison, Mark 69
Morse code 117
Motion Picture Distributors Association (MPDA) of Australia 134
Motion pictures 137
Movietone 140, 151, 135
Radio Club 127
Mr and Mrs Everybody 125-126
Mr Bligh’s Bad Language 1
Mrs ‘Arris and Mrs ‘Iggs 126
Muggleston, Lynda 105
Mundy, Godfrey 8
Munro-Ferguson, Helen 91
Murdoch, Keith 140
Murdoch, Rupert 140
Murray, J. H. 43
Murray, Les 64, 67
*Murray's Magazine* 53
**music**
- American 29
- black 29-30
- commercial 14
- dance 29
- diasporic 13
- distributors 140
- domestic 14-15
- early 20th century 21-22
- film 134, -135, 141
- gold-field 7, 13-15
- gramophone 27
- halls 28, 31, 60, 64, 65, 125
- jazz 28-32
- journal 30
- negro 29-30
- popular 28, 118
- and radio 123, 125, 126
- and recitation 66
- recorded 24, 27
- and subjectivity 13-14
- teacher 127
- theme 14
- ultra-modern 31
- on Victorian stage 64
- musical 14, 89
- musicales 127
- Musil, Robert 19-21, 23, 27, 30

**Narrative of a Voyage to New South Wales and Van Dieman's Land in the Ship 'Skelton' during the year 1820**

**nation**
- British 115
- and empire 45, 50, 83-84, 97-98
- and geography 41-43
- independence 2, 50
- of public speakers 40
- and radio 25, 124
- transnational 77
- nation-building 3-4, 15, 35, 37, 45, 50, 97-98, 119-120
- nation-state 36, 123
- national character 4, 95
- national film censors 153
- national groups 13
- national identity 4, 36, 45-46, 50, 61, 86-87, 108, 152

*National Life and Character* 41-42
*National Policy on Languages* 108
**national sound** 15
**national sound industry (Australia)** 145, 147-148, 153-154
- *continental Australian* 2, 35, 43, 45
- naturalism 8, 68
- Naipaul, V. S. 62-63
- new, the 7, 13
- New Caledonia 55
- New England (USA) 74, 76
- New Hebrides 55
- New South Wales (NSW Australia) 37, 38-39, 43, 44, 60, 74, 84, 91, 98, 99, 102, 106, 139, 142
- central-western 107
- Education Department 75
- NSW Broadcasting Company (NSWBC) 140
- new woman 118
- new world 31
- New York City 29, 30-31, 52, 73-77
  - Director of Speech Improvement 76
  - films made in 77, 79
  - high school teachers 75, 76
  - intellectuals 77
  - pronunciation of 75-76
  - theatre 73, 75, 77-80
- *New York Times* 73, 76
- New York University 76
- *New Yorker* 78
- New Zealand 41, 53, 89, 104, 128, 144, 147
  - foundation accent 99
- Newbolt, Henry 60-61
- Newcastle (Australia) 124, 147
- Newcastle (UK) 45
- newspapers 35, 60, 64, 107, 114, 141, 152
- vendors 23
- Noad, Alexander Henry 142, 153
noise 7-12, 16, 19-20, 22-24, 31
of Berlin 23
of factory sirens 23
disruptive 115-116
of gun-powder 12
hearing 32
of jazz 28-30
and the mob 115-117
of modern life 27
politicisation of 115-117
as a problem 22-24, 115-117
public 116-117
reduction 22-24, 115-117
of the typewriter 117
noiselessness 9, 22, 31
North, Michael 26
Norton, Lady Caroline 62-63
Norwood, Reverend Frederick W. 73-74
nostalgia 14, 32
Notes and Sketches of New South Wales
During a Residence in the Colony from 1839 to 1844 98
Nowell-Smith, G. and Ricci, S. 133

Oceana, or, England and her colonies 101
O’Ferrall, ‘Kodak’ 59
Onslow, Sir William Hillier 53
Onslow, Lady 53
oratory
of Annie Besant 54-55
contests 76
of Deakin 1, 2, 49-57
and elocution 67-68
of Gladstone 54
of Hitler 119-200
as masculine 2, 49-57
of Roosevelt 119-200
training in 60
as unfeminine 54-55
Orwell, George 67
Our Oral Word, As Social and Economic Factor 76-77
Ouspenskaya, Maria 78
Outlaw and Lawmaker 99
Outline of English Pronunciation 76

Oxford (UK) 24, 74, 75
English 83, 97
The Oxford Companion to Australian Folklore 67
Oxford English Dictionary 106

Pacific Ocean 53, 55, 56, 79
Palethorpe, Sallyanne 107
Palmer, Thomas 106
Palmer, Vance 94
Paramount 134
parents 36, 39, 99, 100
Paris (France) 1, 2, 8-9, 20, 22, 25, 28, 29, 56, 74-75
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Broadcasting 129
Parsons, Elsie Clews 77
Parsons, Fred 65
Passy, Paul 75
Paterson, Banjo 60, 62
patriotism 61, 152
Pauline Pantsdown 4, 120-121
Pearson, Charles Henry 39, 43, 52, 53
peculiarities, local 43-44, 45, 73, 79-98
pedestrians 19, 21
‘personal’ 4, 123-125, 130-131
personality 20-21
acoustic 10
radio 69, 125-131
theatre 78
Phillips, Wendell 50
phonetician 75
phonetics
readership in at Oxford (UK) 75
teaching of 3, 75-76, 78
phonics 3

cited in Oxford English Dictionary 106
teaching in NSW, Australia 106
teaching in Victoria, Australia 106
Phonofilms Australia (De Forest Phonofilms Australia Ltd) 135-137, 144
Picasso, Pablo 29
Pickering, Kenneth 66, 68
Pitt Street Congregational Church (Sydney) 74
placelessness 25, 32
platitudes 49, 53
Playbox Theatre (Sydney, Australia) 66-67
Plymouth (UK) 45
Poe, Edgar Allen 21
Poems of Spirit and Action 60
poetry
and actors 66
Australian 43
bush 59
and class 64
and elocution 90
generation 60-62
memorized 62
modern 2
and music hall 64-65
performance 2-3, 59-70
and popular culture 59-61, 64, 69-70
and radio 67-70
recitation 59-70
society 69
and song 64-65
star 67
Polehampton, Arthur 11
popular culture 3, 60, 127
power 2, 4, 10, 12, 20, 25, 56
   American 50-51
   British 50, 56
   economic 123
   for good 124
   of the gaze 118
   and gender 117
   of Hollywood 137
   male 49-53
   oratorical 52-57, 88, 119
   of popular speech 60
   and print 116-118
   of radio 118-120, 130
   and sound 113-121
   and the underclasses 116-117
   and voice 113-121
Practical Study of Languages 75
Praed, Rosa 98-99
Pray, Sophie 76-77
pre-industrial society 7, 15
prejudice 32
The Prelude 116
Prentice, J. M. (‘Uncle Jack’) 126
Primer of Phonetics 75
Primer of Spoken English (Elementarbuch
des gesprochenen Englisch) 75
primitivism 29
print, power of 4, 114-118, 121
Prison Act of 1865 116
pronunciation
   of Aborigines (Australia) 44
   American 3, 73-80, 97
   Australian 3-4, 39-40, 43-46, 73-74,
       85-95, 97-108
   of Australian girls 104
   of Australian native-born 100
   and class 61
   of diphtongs 102-107
   Early English Text Society books on 104
   and empire 97-98
   English 3, 73-76, 92, 97, 104
   faulty 87-93, 101-107
   of ‘h’ 101, 102
   ideal 3, 105
   London (UK) 98
   New York City (USA) 75-77
   in New Zealand 104
   and place 45
   pure 105-106
   of ‘r’ 75-76
   received 76, 97, 105-107
   standard 3, 61, 73-74, 88, 104-
       of ‘take’ 102-103
   of Tasmanians (Australia) 102
   teaching 39-46, 78, 101-107
   uniform 45-46
   Victorian (Australia) 43, 102
Proust, Marcel 26
provincialisms 3, 45, 97, 104-106
   of London, Yorkshire, Lancashire,
       Somerset, America 45
Public Instruction Gazette 106
public schools
   New York 76
   Australian 86
   system 105
public speakers 2, 40
purity 3, 88, 91, 105
Pyke, W. T. 63
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*Quality Street* 67
Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee 51-52
Queen's Theatre (Crow's Nest, Sydney, Australia) 141
Queensland (Australia) 37, 106, 120

‘r’, pronunciation of 75-76
RCA Photophone 137, 144, 145, 148, 151
race 13, 15, 29, 41, 45-46, 94-95, 98
radio 2, 4, 118, 123-124, 139
  ABC (Australian Broadcasting Commission) 92-94
  age 123
  advertising 69, 123
  announcers 69, 124-127, 129
  audience 25
  participation 126-131
  BBC (British Broadcasting Commission) 25
  voice 92-93
  Berlin 25
  and birthday calls 126
  Broadcasters-Sydney Ltd 139
  broadcasts 119, 124
    for schools 76
  and children 124-126, 129
  clubs 127-130
  commercial 126
  and community 25, 126
  cosmopolitanism 25
  and country lives 124, 129
  and empire 124
  as family companion 4, 24, 127, 131
  fan mail 126
  Federation of Australian Radio Broadcasters 129
  and film sound systems 134, 139-140, 144, 147
  and housewives 125, 126
  and informality 67
  and intimacy 4, 123-131, 119
  and jazz 28
  Macquarie network 130
  as a mass medium 123-124
  Mo (Roy Rene) 64-65
  and morality 129

and modernity 2, 4, 7, 21-22, 24, 24,
  117, 123, 130-131
  and music 28, 125
  NSW Broadcasting Company 140
  and the New Woman 118
  Parliamentary Standing Committee on Broadcasting 129
  personalities 69, 125-130
  pet clubs 130
  power of 118-120, 123-124
  and recitation 67-70
  and social movements 127
  stars 130
  suppliers 139, 140, 147
  talkback 126
  virtuality 25-26
  and voice 67, 69, 92-93
  and women 125, 127-130
  women's roles in 124-125, 129

Radio Paris (France) 25
*Radio Pictorial of Australia* 126
*Radio Sunday School* 128
Ramson, W. S. 108
Raubicheck, Letitia 76
Raycophone 137-148, 153-154
reading 35, 37
  appropriate comportment 116
  and citizenship 46
  as cultural capital 62-63, 64
  expression 43, 105
  history of 61-62
  as marker of class 64
  out loud 38-45, 64, 89-90
  of poetry 61-62
  practices 61-62
  public 64
  and speech 38-45, 101-106, 118-119
  teaching of 39-40, 43-46, 89-90, 101-106
  rebellion 30
  received pronunciation 76, 95, 97, 102, 105,
  107
  recitation 59-60
    in the 1920s 59
    and actors' training 66, 68-69
    in America 62
    in Australia 2-3, 59-70
and ballads 60-61
and class mobility 61, 64
in the concert hall 65-67
demise of 67-70
and elocution 60, 67-70
as entertainment 63-67
and good speech 61
and the music hall 64-65
in the parlour 65-66
popularity of 67
professionalisation 60
and public reading 64-65
and radio 67-70
and reading practices 61-62
and reciter books 63, 67
in schools 3, 40, 60-69
simultaneous 40
reciter 59, 62-70
*The Red Dance* 136
Reeves, Goodie (‘Auntie Goodie’) 125
referenda 35, 43
reform
pedagogical 36-40, 67, 75
social 35, 84
Regent (Sydney, Australia) 135-136
Renaissance 117, 123
Rennick, F. H. 43
republican 10, 50, 57
resistance 10, 15, 133, 152
restraint 69
revolution
American 36
French 117
sound 154
revolutionary 7, 10, 55-56, 75, 138
*Revue nègre* 29-30
Rich, Kathleen 88
Richardson, Ethel (Henry Handel Richardson) 40-41
Richter, Hans 19
*Riot Act of 1715* 116
rights 2, 10, 15, 16, 51, 120, 135
Roaring Twenties 2, 7, 160
*Robbery Under Arms* 98
*The Romance of a Station: An Australian Story* 99
Roosevelt, F. D. 119
Royce, Josiah 50, 56
Rubin, Joan Shelley 61-62
rupture 2, 7, 16
Ruttmann, Walther 19
Sackville, Lady Margaret 69
Salisbury, Lord 51-52, 55-56
sarcasm 49
Saunders, G. A. (‘Uncle George’) 128
Schiffer, Marcellus 25
school 2
acting 75, 78
American 62
anthology 60
and communal reading 40
and film technology 145
and geography 40-44
and literacy 36-38
and the nation 35, 62
New York City 76
pronunciation of 106
and radio 85, 125
and reading 37-39, 43
and reading aloud 39
recitations in 3, 40, 60-63, 69
and speech 76-77, 85-86, 90, 101-107
system 36-39, 62, 75, 105
schoolchildren 1, 40-41, 45, 62-63, 90-91, 101-107
schoolteacher 3, 28, 41, 75, 104
school inspectors 36-39, 42-46, 101-106
Schopenhauer, Arthur 23-24
science
of elocution 60
and modernity 123
Scotland 97
Scots 104
Scott, Walter 41
*Scribner’s* 50
self, modern 1, 23
self-improvement 35, 65, 95
senses
estrangement of 27-28
experiment with 16
and film 78-79
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history and anthropology of 1
and modernity 16-17, 32
training of 24, 30
sensorium 21, 78
sentiment 35, 61, 64, 98
Serle, Geoffrey

*The Golden Age* 15
Service, James 52, 54
Shakespeare, William 62, 63, 66, 90, 115
society 85
Shelley, Percy Bysshe 69
Sherer, John 11
Shirley, G. and Adams, B. 137

*The Sick Stockrider* 60
sight
historians and 1, 15
and sound 13, 15
silence
of the bush 9, 16
and morality 116
new 8
regimes of 1, 116
right to impose 116
silent system 116
Simmel, Georg 20-23, 25, 27, 31
simultaneity 25
singing 13
of birds 29
community 4, 126, 128-129, 131
penalties for 116
sirens 23, 24
Skinner, Edith (nee Warman) 78
skyscraper 123
slang 91
Slessor, Kenneth 118

‘The Smileman’ (AWA executive Roger Fair) 128
Smith, Al 119
Snider, Leon Samuel 142, 153
Sofala strike (New South Wales, Australia) 8
songs 64
Australian
colonial 14
communal 13
convict 116
gold-field 13, 15
Nazi 120

*Songs of the Sentimental Bloke* 107
sound 2
in the 20s 7, 16
aesthetic of 2
Australian 3, 84, 95
of the bush 8-9
of the city 19-20, 30-31
and class 116-117
colonial 8
communal 14
as communication 24
of the convict era 16
of death 16
democratising 10-12, 16
diasporic 13
equipment 133
factory 1
in film 1, 4, 77, 119-120, 133-154
disc 142, 144-145, 147
sound-on-film 135-146
functional 10, 21-22
of the gold-fields 1, 2, 7-17
of gun-fire 8, 11-15
historians and 1-2, 7, 14-15, 153
industrial 7, 8
and information 117
jagged 19
of jazz 29-32
and liberty 10
and machines 21, 22
meaning of 7, 21, 32
measured 2, 22-23
and memory 14-15
mixing 4, 113, 120-121
and modernity 7, 10, 15-17, 19-32, 133
and morality 9-10, 13
as music 13-15
national 15
new 20
as Pandemium 12-13
and phonetics 76
and place 19-20
pleasing 38
and power 113-121
pre-industrial 7, 9
radius of 4
reading and 38-39
recording 4, 32, 113, 117-121
regulated 2, 23
reproduced 2, 21-27
and the self 1-2, 9-10, 13-14
and sight 1, 13, 15, 19, 118
as social knowledge 13
storage systems 4, 113, 118
technology 4, 15, 26-27, 118-120, 133-154
on telephone 26-27
and time 4, 7
transitory nature of 14
of Vienna 19-20, 32
sound-scapes
of the 1920s 2
of Berlin (Germany) 2
disruptive 10, 13, 16
of Europe 7
gold-field 7-8, 14, 16
historians and 14-15
industrial 8
of modernity 16
natural 8
of play 15-16, 26-27
pre-modern pastoral 9
of refuge 9
of the self 9-10
social 9-10
technological 15
of uplift 9
of Vienna (Austria) 2, 19-20
South Africa
in theatre circuits 79
South Australia
sound films in 141
teaching of geography in 37-39, 42-45
space
annihilation of 25
and maps 40
new dynamic of 24, 32
and print 115
private 11
public 4, 113
subversion of 27
territorial 113-114
transnational 113
vocalized 4, 113-114
Speak with Distinction 78
speech
of actors 3, 73-74, 77, 79-80, 98
Adelaide (South Australia) 45
Alfred Deakin's 49-50
American 3, 45, 73-74, 76, 97
art of 88-89
artificial 69
audible 86
Australian 3-4, 14, 44-46, 73-74, 83-95, 97-106
1960s 106-107
actors 78-80
boys 86
native-born 100-101
teaching of 90
women 90-92
bad 45, 89-90
beautiful 53, 76, 83
best 86, 88, 97
Brisbane (Queensland, Australia) 45
British 87, 88
Dominions 97
Canadian 97
clean 54-55, 85
and class 86, 97-98
and climate 87
Cockney 44, 97, 101-102
colonialisms 45
communual 2, 40
correlation 89-91
Cornish (UK) 44, 102
cultivated 97, 106-107
cultured 73
and deportment 90-91
dialect 99
direct 11
drawl 98-99
effeminate 86
and empire 97-98
England 97
English 87-89, 93-94, 97-98
faulty 77, 87, 105
in film 78-79
good 61, 73-74, 86-87, 97
Good American 76-80
historians and 1-2, 10, 39, 83
Hancock, W.K. on 83
and Hollywood 78-79
improvement 76-77
indistinct 89
intimate 1
Ireland 97
Lancashire (UK) 45
lazy 85-89, 93-95
of lecturers 73
Leeds (UK) 45
localisms 73
London (UK) 45, 73
Melbourne (Victoria, Australia) 45, 73
middle-class 93
mincing 92
and morality 3-4, 84, 88-95
mumbling 86
and the nation 3, 44-46, 83-87, 95, 97-98
Newcastle (UK) 45
New England (USA) 76
New York City (USA) 73-76
normal 73
Oxford (UK) 97
plain 10
Plymouth (UK) 45
polite 38, 91
popular 60
powerful 1
of preachers 73-74
problems 76-77
provincialisms 45, 97
pure 1, 3, 99-101, 106, 152
and radio 85, 92-94
and reading 38
regional 74, 76
Scotland 97
Somerset (UK) 45
standard 73-74, 93, 97-98, 105
Sydney (New South Wales, Australia) 45
Tasmanian (Australia) 100-102, 107
technologies of 2-3
teachers of 3, 45, 74-76, 78, 86-89
teaching
inspectors 43-44, 103-106
professionalisation of 76
training 76
in the theatre 78
training 39, 61
uniform 2, 40-46
universal 76-80, 97
Victorian (Australia) 43-44
vulgarisms 45
World English 76-80
and writing 38
Yorkshire (UK) 45, 97
Speak Out! The Commonsense of Elocution
89
speaking
art of 68, 69
carelessly 93
communal 40
in conversation 88-92
and deportment 90-92
plain 56
of poetry 60, 69
public 49, 52, 54, 60, 67, 87, 88, 89, 119-120
on radio 92, 120
and reading 38-39
on the telephone 26-27
well 84-92
to the world 74, 76-80
speech-making 49-57
'The Spoken Word' 73, 78
Spoliansky, Mischa 25-26
St Andrew’s College (Sydney University, Australia) 67
St Arnaud (Victoria, Australia) 43
standardisation 23, 31, 153
Stanhope, Countess 57
Stawell (Victoria, Australia) 44
steam engine 15, 123
Stefan, Paul 30
Stelzer, Mrs W. J. (Eunice) 127-130
Stephens, A. G. 63
Stevens, Captain A. C. C. ('Cheerio Man') 125
Stevens, Bertram 63
Stivens, Dal 94-95
Stuart Town (New South Wales, Australia) 74
subjectivities
individual 2
collective 2
new 78
subway train 16
Sumner, Charles 50
Sun (Sydney) 140
Sweet, Henry 75-76
Sydney (Australia) 74-75, 88, 89, 139
2BL 140
2CH 126
2GB 125, 127
2SM 125
2UE 125
2UW 126
Abbotsleigh School 90
Ascham School 75
Daily Telegraph 123
Domain 69
elocution teachers in 66-67, 94
Lyceum theatre 135
Queen's Theatre 141
Raycophone 147
Regent theatre 135, 136
school children's speech in 45, 104, 107
Sun 140
Sydney Morning Herald 74, 140
talkie war in 141
A Sydney-Side Saxon 41
Syme, David 52
Symonds, Hyacinth M. 106
Tait brothers 140
'take', pronunciation of 102-104
Taksa, Lucy 61-62
talkies 133
American 1, 152-153
Bad English in 152
talkies war 133-154
talking 114
Australian 83, 84-85, 98-99
children's 37
historians and 1-2
like an American 73
polite 91-92
and virtual communication 24
women 91-92
talking pictures 7
and the American twang 152-153
Australian 141
and profit 137, 140
and radio 127
Tangalooma Tiger 69
Tasmania (Australia)
Australian accent in 100, 102, 107
Education system 37
as part of Australia 43
teachers
of acting 66, 78
against American influence 154
of elocution 66-67, 90-91, 105-106
of geography 40-45
high school 75-77
and jazz 28
of languages 75
New York City 76-78
of phonetics 3, 106
and pedagogical reform 36-45
of public speaking 66-67
of reading 39, 44-45
of recitation 40, 66
and school inspectors 37-45, 101-106
of speech 3, 38-45, 75-78, 83, 90-91,
101-106
training 3, 76-77, 106
unions 152
teaching
in acting schools 3, 78
at Columbia University (New York City)
3, 75-78
of elocution 61, 87-91
of English 61, 97
extension courses 75
of geography 37-38, 40-44
of language 75
in New York City high schools 75-77
of phonics 106
of poetry 61
of reading 39, 106
of recitation 61
reforms of 36-39, 75, 106
of speech 39-40, 75-78, 86-91, 102-106
summer schools 75
of teachers 3
of women 117
of writing 117

The Teaching of English in England 61

technologies
acoustic 118
American 133-154
Australian 135-154
communication 2, 23, 26, 114, 117
digital 120
and gender 117
media 2, 20, 26, 32, 67, 117
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